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S N O W   P E O P L E

 Taking a walk at night after the first heavy 
snowfall this year. The smell of it is still so clean. 
And the changes in the landscape are novel and 
unexpected. And waiting are the snow people.

Accepting baldness;
The snowman is still smiling
Beneath a gaslamp . . .



 I tug my scarf tighter and wonder about 
aging in this winter of my discontent. Still, 
glorious stars remind me of life, and I breathe 
more deeply and let out a big cloud of myself.

Here the snow’s deeper —
This early evening’s snowman
Flounders in it . . .



 Having worn my boots, I — too — trudge into 
the deeper snow, enjoying the crunching sounds, 
being brought back to this moment by the joy in 
my senses and still young enoough to care about 
that, I pause to listen:

No sound of wind —
Another snowmanb’s bald head
Becomes balder . . .



A prostitute
Stops to watch the children
Make a snowman



An older child
Whispers all her secrets
To the snowman



A N O T H E R    D A Y  . . .

“Snowman!”
A child wonders why
It’s called a man . . .



The boy
Decides to eat
The snowman’s nose



Discovered:
The snowman’s head
In the freezer



Grandly
Doing nothing:
The snowman



Cold night —
My only company:
An old snowman



The bitter night
Is nothing special
To the snowman



Stolen
During the cold night:
Snowman’s scarf!



The snowman
Losing his grip
In the thaw



Snowman
Tightening his grip
On the shovel



Snow-woman
Once again she gives me
The cold shoulder . . .



The snowman’s nose
Is dripping again
With the change



Loitering
In the prison compound —
A snowman



Dartmouth Carnival:
Students fashion snowpeople
With sexual parts



“Snow . . .”
But the snowman
Won’t sniff . . .



Yes —
Even in the graveyard,
A snowman!



The shadow
Of the snowman —
And the sundial . . .



Looking back —
The snowman is lost
In the snow



The snowman
Is out for the night —
With a top hat!



Balancing the moon
On father’s old fedora —
The clever snowman



Nude
In the moonlight:
The snowman



The snow-woman —
After the sudden flurry —
Looks pregnant



At three a.m.,
The snowman still waits
For the bus . . .



The next day.
Did the snowman
Turn around?



Cunning snowman —
He puts his head in the sun
And plays the saint . . .



The snowman
Moves forward suddenly
Into rain . . .



The snowman —
Alone on the lawn —
Commits suicide



The toppled snowman —
An old man pauses, kneels
And makes repairs



Ah littls sparrow!
So good to see you drinking
The snowman’s remains . . .



A child asks,
“Is that a tear, Snowman,
Or are you melting?”

Now it starts to snow again. I pause to listen . . .






